
1,5-seater armrest left medium - 1,5-seater without armrests medium - corner element medium right in Onyx steel (1,5ALmed-1,5oAmed-UBERmed)

1,5-seater armrest left medium - 
1,5-seater without armrests medium - 
 corner element right  (1,5ALmed-1,5oAmed-UBER)
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Product and ordering information

Model available in price groups 6, decorative fabric (PG 6), 8, 10,  decorative fabric (PG 10), D, H, J,M and X -
For choice of fabrics and leathers please refer to our latest fabric/leather collection

STRUCTURE:
Frame: Load-bearing parts of the frame made of solid wood and wood-based materials, surfaces lined with padded cardboard.
Seat: Spring system with permanently elastic steel sinuous springs and upper-side cover.

PUR foam seat (min. RG 35) stuctured in layers in different thicknesses and hardnesses . Seat covered with cotton wadding. 

Back: Fixed back made from ergonomically shaped foam (at least RG 25).stuctured in layers in different thicknesses and hardnesses . Cover made of cotton wadding.

FUNCTIONS: without relaxing function - manual adjustable head rest
manual relaxing function and manual adujustable head rest - available at a surcharge 
semi-motorised relaxing function - motorised relaxing function and manual adjustable head rest - available at a surcharge
motorised relaxing function and motorised adjustable head rest - available at a surcharge 

manual relaxing function motorised and semi-motorised relax function
Pulling on the loop attached on the side The elements are equipped with touch control switches. The switch is located on the armrest inside.
adjusts the seat and back. Elements without armrests have a concealed switch on the left side, which must be operated for operation. 
The head section can be adjusted separately. The respective operating instructions are enclosed with the furniture.

ACCESSORIES: Cushion (approx. 40x40 cm), cushion (approx. 50x50 cm), cushion (approx. 60x60 cm),  cushion (approx. 60x40 cm)  - ONLY available at a surcharge 
Flutter cushion square M (ca. 75x75 cm), Flutter cushion rectangular M (ca. 95x75 cm), flutter cushion square L (ca. 95x95 cm) - ONLY available at a surcharge

Decorative fabric: The decorative fabric is only available for cushions and is not produced in repeating pattern.

Legs: Metal (chrome plated) or wood, available wood colours according to our wood tone card, including special colour oiled oak
Attention: For the leg in oiled oak we charge extra costs! 

OTHER: Due to the design, height differences of 1 to 2 cm may occur with combinations ordered with a mixture of "without function / with function".
All materials used meet the requirements of the DGM according to RAL GZ 430.  
The appearance of the stitching may vary depending on the fabric, leather and artificial leather used. The definition of quilted mats and cushions depend
on the design and structure. The appearance of decorative, fell and double seams may vary depending on the fabric, leather and artificial leather used.

Especially light upholstery is distinguished by its highly soft surface. In new condition, the covers exhibit a pronounced wave pattern
purposefully based on the design and structure. The upholstery will adjust to the shape of the body and the firmenss of the seat will give a little bit.
Minor differences in seat firmness with add-on units are design-based and are therefore not a cause for complaint.

Suites are standardly delivered with the back covered in the chosen fabric.   All material-related information can be found on the back refer to our
of the individual fabrics and leathers  in our fabric and leather samplers. 

All dimensions stated in the price list are approximate dimensions in centimetres. We reserve the right to make changes in shape, colour and design within the
scope of technical progress. Please always order from left to right as standing in front of the suite.
WEEE-Reg.-Nr. DE 22661937
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Dimensions approx. cm Please note:
Height 77 - 102 All elements have 4 legs and can be connected with each other.
Depth (with relaxing function) 109 (-175) ATTENTION: the sides of the elements are not covered in the chosen fabric and can therefore not 
Seat height 47 be placed individually.
Seat depth (with relaxing function) 56 (-107) The article numbers are always without function. As soon as an element is ordered with function

the article number will change!

Model types - individual types without relaxing function - with manual adjustable head rest - fixed seat

103 cm 103 cm 82 cm 95 cm 95 cm 74 cm

4593 4595 4592 4577 4579 4576

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

84 cm 84 cm 63 cm

4561 4563 4560

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Model Lazy

Prices in Euro EKNN 1,5AL 1,5AR 1,5oA 1,5AL medium

Prices in Euro EKNN

1,5AR medium 1,5oA medium

1AL

without cushions without cushions without cushions

1AR 1oA

1.5-seater armrest right 
medium

1.5-seater without armrests
1.5-seater without armrests 

medium

1-seater armrest left 1-seater armrest right 1-seater without armrests

without cushions

1.5-seater armrest left 
medium

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

1.5-seater armrest left 1.5-seater armrest right

without cushions without cushions without cushions

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

without cushions without cushions
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Dimensions approx. cm Please note:
Height 77 - 102 All elements have 4 legs and can be connected with each other.
Depth (with relaxing function) 109 (-175) ATTENTION: the sides of the elements are not covered in the chosen fabric and can therefore not 
Seat height 47 be placed individually.
Seat depth (with relaxing function) 56 (-107) The article numbers are always without function. As soon as an element is ordered with function

the article number will change!
Modelltypen - Basiselemente

95 cm 95 cm

92 x 177 cm 92 x 177 cm 117 x 225 cm 117 x 225 cm 117 x 240 cm 117 x 240 cm 117 cm

7121 7123 7291 7293 7111 7113 7110

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Each end-element  has 2 legs and can only be connected in combination with the angular corner large !

127 cm 127 cm

7301 7303

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Model Lazy

Prices in Euro EKNN LAL LAR UBEL medium UBER medium UBEL UBER Angular corner 
element, large

Corner element, right
Angular corner element, 

large

No function possible No function possible No function possible No function possible No function possible No function possible No function possible

Long chair armrest left Long chair armrest right
Medium corner element, 

left
Medium corner element, 

right

without cushions

Prices in Euro EKNN ABL+1,5 medium 1,5 medium+ABR

Without cushions without cushions Without cushions without cushions without cushions without cushions

End-element left with
1,5-seater medium

1,5-seater medium with 
end-element right 

No function possible No function possible

Without cushions Without cushions

Corner element, left
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Dimensions approx. cm
Height 77 - 102
Depth (with relaxing function) 109 (-175)
Seat height 47
Seat depth (with relaxing function) 56 (-107)

Model types - Accessories

7854 7853

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

7804 7805 7806 9295 7546 7547 7545

Price group 6
Decorative fabric (PG 6)
Price group 8
Price group 10
Decorative fabric (PG 10)
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X
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Prices in Euro EKNN stool 
-75 x 75-

stool bench
-110 x 65-

stool in dimension
-75 x 75-

stool bench in dimension
-110 x 65-

Prices in Euro EKNN Cushion                              
-40 x 40-

Cushion                             
-50 x 50-

Cushion                               
-60 x 60-

Cushion                               
-60 x 40-

Flutter cushion 
square M
-75 x 75-

Flutter cushion 
rectangular M

-95 x 75-

without cushions without cushions

Flutter cushion 
square L
-95 x 95-

Cushion Cushion Cushion Cushion
Flutter cushion 

square M
-75 x 75-

Flutter cushion 
rectangular M

-95 x 75-

Flutter cushion 
square L
-95 x 95-

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
sucharge

ONLY available at a 
sucharge

ONLY available at a 
sucharge

ONLY available at a 
sucharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge
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Dimensions approx. cm
Height 77 - 102
Depth (with relaxing function) 109 (-175)
Seat height 47
Seat depth (with relaxing function) 56 (-107)

Surcharges for functions and leg

all price groups

Model Lazy

Prices in Euro EKNN manual relaxing function semi-motorised relaxing 
function motorised relaxing function Surcharge wooden leg

 oak oiled

Manual relaxing function and 
manual head section adjustment

Motorised relaxing function and 
manual head section adjustment

Motorised relaxing function and 
motorised head section adjustment

surcharge per element

surcharge per seat surcharge per seat surcharge per seat
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Dimensions approx. cm Please note:
Height 77 - 102 All elements have 4 legs and can be connected with each other.
Depth (with relaxing function) 109 (-175) ATTENTION: the sides of the elements are not covered in the chosen fabric and can therefore not 
Seat height 47 be placed individually.
Seat depth (with relaxing function) 56 (-107)

Modelltypen - mögliche Zusammenstellungen (Auszug)

206 cm 190 cm 286 x 240 cm 240 x 286 cm

Price group 6 -                            -                            -                            -                            
Price group 8 -                            -                            -                            -                            
Price group 10 -                            -                            -                            -                            
Price group D -                            -                            -                            -                            
Price group H -                            -                            -                            -                            
Price group J -                            -                            -                            -                            
Price group M -                            -                            -                            -                            
Price group X -                            -                            -                            -                            
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Prices in Euro EKNN 1,5AL-1,5AR 1,5ALmed-1,5ARmed 1,5ALmed-1,5oAmed-
UBER

UBEL-1,5oAmed-
1,5ARmed

1,5-seater armrest left - 
1,5-sseater armrest right

1,5-seater armrest left 
medium - 1,5-seater 

armrest right medium

1,5-seater armrest left 
medium - 1,5-Sitzer 

without armrests - corner 
element right

corner element left - 1,5-
seater without armrests 

medium - 1,5-seater 
armrest right medium

without cushions

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing 

function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing 

function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing 

function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing 

function

without cushions without cushions without cushions
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